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An extraordinary new novel from Jasmine Warga,
Newbery Honor–winning author of Other Words for
Home, about loss and healing—and how friendship
can be magical. Cora hasn’t spoken to her best
friend, Quinn, in a year. Despite living next door to
each other, they exist in separate worlds of grief.
Cora is still grappling with the death of her beloved
sister in a school shooting, and Quinn is carrying the
guilt of what her brother did. On the day of Cora’s
twelfth birthday, Quinn leaves a box on her doorstep
with a note. She has decided that the only way to fix
things is to go back in time to the moment before her
brother changed all their lives forever—and stop him.
In spite of herself, Cora wants to believe. And so the
two former friends begin working together to open a
wormhole in the fabric of the universe. But as they
attempt to unravel the mysteries of time travel to
save their siblings, they learn that the magic of their
friendship may actually be the key to saving
themselves. The Shape of Thunder is a deeply
moving story, told with exceptional grace, about
friendship and loss—and how believing in impossible
things can help us heal.
Was that a flash of lightning? A rumble of thunder?
Better get ready--there's a new crew in town! As
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Bulldozer piles up clouds and Tanker Truck hauls
the rain, the whole Thunder Truck gang works
together to build a tremendous storm. Brimming with
energy and fun, this cheerful bedtime story is perfect
for snuggling, no matter the weather.
A delightful picture book about a wonderfully wet
walk. Simple text and colourful illustrations introduce
the science of rain to very young children. This is a
highly illustrated ebook that can only be read on the
Kindle Fire or other tablet.
Note: This eBook file contains many richly detailed
full-color images and makes use of unconventional
page layouts. Because of this, readers will be
required to zoom in on each page to read the text
and see the finer detail of the artwork. [It has not
been optimized for devices that display only in black
and white.] From the National Book Award finalist
Lauren Redniss, author of Radioactive, comes a
dazzling fusion of storytelling, visual art, and
reportage that grapples with weather in all its
dimensions: its danger and its beauty, why it
happens and what it means. WINNER OF THE
PEN/E. O. WILSON LITERARY SCIENCE WRITING
AWARD • NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF
THE YEAR BY SAN FRANCISCO CHRONICLE,
KIRKUS REVIEWS, AND SHELF AWARENESS
Weather is the very air we breathe—it shapes our
daily lives and alters the course of history. In
Thunder & Lightning, Lauren Redniss tells the story
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of weather and humankind through the ages. This
wide-ranging work roams from the driest desert on
earth to a frigid island in the Arctic, from the Biblical
flood to the defeat of the Spanish Armada. Redniss
visits the headquarters of the National Weather
Service, recounts top-secret rainmaking operations
during the Vietnam War, and examines the
economic impact of disasters like Hurricane Katrina.
Drawing on extensive research and countless
interviews, she examines our own day and age, from
our most personal decisions—Do I need an umbrella
today?—to the awesome challenges we face with
global climate change. Redniss produced each
element of Thunder & Lightning: the text, the
artwork, the covers, and every page in between. She
created many of the images using the antiquated
printmaking technique copper plate photogravure
etching. She even designed the book’s typeface.
The result is a book unlike any other: a spellbinding
combination of storytelling, art, and science. Praise
for Thunder & Lightning “[An] aesthetically charged
and deeply researched account . . . a wild rainstorm
of a book, pelting the reader with ideas and
inspiration.”—Nature “A gorgeous and illuminating
illustrated study of weather in all its tempestuous
variety . . . Redniss’s combo of fact, folklore, and
vibrant etched copperplate prints enthralls.”—O: The
Oprah Magazine “Eerily beautiful . . . Contains
plenty of scientific explanation (including more than a
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few nods toward global warming), but also far-flung
personal stories that illuminate the beauty, wonder
and chaos inherent in the elements.”—The New York
Times “Magical . . . Redniss has . . . shown us how
human beings live with nature—fighting, coexisting,
taming, predicting via leech barometer and radar and
intuition.”—The New York Times Book Review “[A]
twenty-first-century genius . . . The reader willing to
put herself fully in Redniss’s hands will be rewarded
with a delicious feeling of being enveloped by a
phenomenon that eclipses the chiming trivialities of
daily life.”—Elle “Redniss is one of the most creative
science writers of our time—her combination of
beautiful artwork, reporting, and poetic prose brings
science to life in ways that words alone simply
cannot.”—Rebecca Skloot “Redniss combines her
own dual punch of expressive art and impressive
erudition to give an entirely new take on all that
happens above our heads.”—Adam Gopnik “A
strange and wonderful thing, the work of a first-class
mind that refuses to submit to any categories or
precedent.”—Dave Eggers
Three children play, sing, eat, and snuggle together
as they wait for a thunderstorm to pass.
Telepathic children hold the fate of humanity in their
hands in this “compulsively readable novel” from the
Hugo Award–winning author of Stand on Zanzibar
(The Washington Post). In Children of the Thunder,
Brunner creates another near-contemporary vision of
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a world gone awry and proposes a peculiarly
disturbing and frightening solution. Starting
separately, a small number of very smart and
uniquely talented children, none more than fourteen
years old, create lucrative designer drugs, kill a
Marine commando in unarmed combat, run a sexring of chilling depravity. None of them are even
punished for their crimes. Combine powers of mental
control and irresistible suggestion with creative and
completely amoral intelligence and you have the
recipe for a super-race of world-savers—or for the
subjugation of all humanity to a new form of
collective evil. “One of the most important science
fiction authors. Brunner held a mirror up to reflect our
foibles because he wanted to save us from
ourselves.” —SF Site
I Am Thunder is the Branford Boase Award-winning
debut YA novel which questions how far you'll go to
stand up for what you believe. Fifteen-year-old
Muzna Saleem is used to being invisible. So no one
is more surprised than her when Arif Malik, the
hottest boy in school, takes a sudden interest. But
Arif is hiding a terrible secret and, as they begin to
follow a dark path, Muzna faces an impossible
choice: keep quiet and betray her beliefs, or speak
out and betray her heart. Muhammad Khan's
stunning, multi-award winning YA writing gets right to
the centre of what it means to be an urban teenager
today. 'An uplifting, empowering novel with hope at
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its heart' Observer Children's Book of the Week
'Funny and clever - a perspective long overdue in
British fiction' Alex Wheatle, author of Crongton
Knights 'This one is special . . . punches well above
the weight of most debuts' The Times 'This assured,
hopeful debut feels unprecedented and essential'
Guardian
Exceptional nonfiction for children from two of the
most trusted names in science education: Seymour
Simon and the Smithsonian Institution.
FLASH! CRASH! BOOM! BOOM! BOOM! One rainy
night, in the midst of a storm, A brave little boy is cozy
and warm. He's all snuggled up, safe in his room— When
"ARROOO" howls dog, "is there room?" Of course
there's room—and all is well— Until . . . FLASH! CRASH!
BOOM! BOOM! BOOM! What happens when too many
friends start to squish in? That's when the fun is sure to
begin! Even the youngest of readers are invited to count
along as each of the family pets seeks refuge from the
thunder and lightning in this lively and adorable picture
book about bedtime, fears, and friendship.
Grandma finds a way to dispel her grandchild's fear of
thunderstorms.
Young Cassie Logan endures humiliation and witnesses
the racism of the KKK as they embark on a crossburning rampage, before she fully understands the
importance her family attributes to having land of their
own.
William is afraid of thunderstorms because he doesn't
like loud noises. His Daddy comforts him and explains
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what causes thunder and lightning. William is no longer
afraid and can sleep.
Geisel Honor-winning author/illustrator Salina Yoon's
beloved duo Bear and Floppy return in Stormy Night--a
charming read-to-me eBook about facing your fears.
When thunder shakes his house and rain pounds the
windows, Bear is frightened. But comforting his Mama,
Papa, and Floppy helps make the storm seem not so
scary. Before Bear knows it, the storm has passed,
because even storms need their sleep . . . and so do
bears. Prolific author/illustrator Salina Yoon's spare text
and bright, energetic illustrations bring to life a story that
reminds us that nothing is too scary with family and
friends at your side! Don't miss these other books from
Salina Yoon! The Bear series Found Stormy Night Bear's
Big Day The Penguin series Penguin and Pinecone
Penguin on Vacation Penguin in Love Penguin and
Pumpkin Penguin's Big Adventure Penguin's Christmas
Wish The Duck, Duck, Porcupine series Duck, Duck,
Porcupine My Kite is Stuck! And Other Stories That's My
Book! And Other Stories Be a Friend
The Beautiful Collection of Lightning Storms Pictures
***No reading necessary! Pictures with Beautiful
Lightning! *** Do you love Lightning? This is the perfect
book for you! Filled with 35 full-color, high definition
images, " Amazing Lightning Storms " has something for
every lightning lover. Perfect for a gift for any baby,
toddler, teen, and adult (young or old) who love lightning.
Scroll Up & Click the Buy Button to Get Your Copy
TODAY!
At Fox's house, all of Franklin's friends share funny
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stories that help the little turtle overcome his fear of
thunder and lightning.
Bright blue and different from all her brothers and sisters,
Thunder Bunny discovers she came from the sky.

From New York Times bestselling author Sherman
Alexie and Caldecott Honor winning Yuyi Morales
comes a striking and beautifully illustrated picture
book celebrating the special relationship between
father and son. Thunder Boy Jr. wants a normal
name...one that's all his own. Dad is known as big
Thunder, but little thunder doesn't want to share a
name. He wants a name that celebrates something
cool he's done like Touch the Clouds, Not Afraid of
Ten Thousand Teeth, or Full of Wonder. But just
when Little Thunder thinks all hope is lost, dad picks
the best name...Lightning! Their love will be loud and
bright, and together they will light up the sky.
Dr James Hansen, the world's leading scientist on
climate issues, speaks out for the first time with the
full truth about global warming: the planet is hurtling
to a climatic point of no return. Hansen - whose
climate predictions have come to pass again and
again, beginning in the 1980s when he first warned
US Congress about global warming - is the single
most credible voice on the subject worldwide. He
paints a devastating but all-too-realistic picture of
what will happen if we continue to follow the course
we're on. But he is also a hard-headed optimist, and
shows that there is still time to take the urgent,
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strong action needed to save humanity.
Jean E. Pendziwol’s newest picture book is a lyrical
meditation on nature and hope. The child in this
story observes the sun by playing with her shadow,
though sometimes it disappears. She listens to the
wind tell stories, even when it howls like wolves. She
tastes snowflakes — sometimes sweet and delicate;
other times sharp on her cheeks. And finally, she
finds hope in the buds on a cherry tree that survive
through the winter to blossom in spring. Jean E.
Pendziwol has written a layered, lyrical exploration of
the hardships and beauties of nature. Her poem,
beautifully illustrated by Nathalie Dion, is a study in
contrasts and a message of the hope that carries us
through the year and through our lives. Correlates to
the Common Core State Standards in English
Language Arts: CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RL.1.2 Retell
stories, including key details, and demonstrate
understanding of their central message or lesson.
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RL.1.4 Identify words and
phrases in stories or poems that suggest feelings or
appeal to the senses.
Get ready for a 100% chance of scientific fun! Have
you ever wondered what happens in the eye of a
tornado or how hurricanes gain their strength? From
lightning and snow-day blizzards to rainbows and
monsoons, The Everything Kids' Weather Book
gives you an exciting look into all the action that
happens in the sky, including: The difference
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between cirrus and stratocumulus clouds How
meteorologists predict the weather What the term "a
perfect storm" means How to build a weather station
of your own Why storms depend on how cold and
warm fronts interact How to create weather
experiments at home The effects of global warming
on our planet Filled with hundreds of exciting facts
and thirty fun weather puzzles and games, The
Everything Kids' Weather Book is perfect for finding
out how a barometer works, which cloud is a nimbus
cloud, what causes hailstorms - and everything in
between!
Wobble, a penguin, is frightened by a thunderstorm
so his friend Widget, an elf, tells of the story of
Thunder and Lightning, who grew up together but
now only get to visit and play with each other now
and then.
Describes how thunderstorms are formed and
predicted, and includes information on how these
storms affect plants, animals, and humans.
From the authors of the Goddess Girls series comes
the first book in a brand-new series steeped in Norse
mythology, magic, adventure, and friendship. “Gold
and Gullveig I cannot see. But here is a vision that
comes to me; Adventure for you is about to start.
Near Asgard you must find the heart. A Secret world
there hides away, which holds the power to stop
doomsday!” When eleven-year-old Freya hears that
prophecy from her magical jewel, she isn’t sure
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what to make of it. Doomsday? She will find the key?
Mere seconds after that prediction, she receives a
mysterious invitation to Asgard Academy from the
powerful Odin, who commands her to “bring her
magic” to Asgard. With encouragement from her
twin, Frey, Freya reluctantly heads out on their new
adventure. And Freya’s first challenge begins before
she even steps foot in Asgard. While trying to
navigate the treacherous Bifrost Bridge, she drops
her magical jewel off the bridge, and a sneaky pair of
dwarves take her jewel down to the world of
Midgard! Without that jewel, Freya thinks she is
powerless. But with the help of her pod-mates at
Asgard, Freya discovers a world that is bigger and
more mysterious that she ever imagined! There, she
learns the true terror that Ragnarok—the doomsday
her jewel warned her about—could mean for Asgard
Academy if she and her new friends, the Thunder
Girls, don’t stop it!
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • USA TODAY
BESTSELLER TODAY Show co-host and
meteorologist Dylan Dreyer launches a new picture
book series featuring Misty—a little cloud with big
feelings! The author combines her extensive weather
knowledge with her experience as a mom in this very
special social-emotional learning franchise. When
Misty the Cloud wakes up feeling stormy, nothing
seems to make her day better! And Misty’s grumbly
mood affects everyone when her big emotions cause
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a thunderstorm to rumble across the sky. But with
help from friends and family, Misty accepts that
sometimes she’s just going to be a little stormy—and
it will always pass. Read the first book in a sky-high
series about how to deal with good days, bad days,
and everything in between!
The story of one African-American family fighting to stay
together and strong in the face of brutal racist attacks,
illness, poverty, and betrayal in the Deep South of the
1930s.
As a thunderstorm sweeps into the city, the people of the
neighborhood rush into the subway to wait out the wind
and weather.
Crikey! Someone just farted!It's HUGE. It's smelly. But
who did it?Not Wombat, Emu or Kangaroo.Tiny Numbat
knows, but NOBODY is listening!
A farm family scurries for shelter from a violent
thunderstorm that brings welcome relief from the heat
and also an unexpected surprise.
Children's Book: I Love You--But You Drive Me Crazy!
Bedtime Stories for Kids Parents love their children more
than anything. But being a parent is NOT easy and our
bird friend, Sammy, is back to prove this! As usual, he
lives in the moment and is carefree. He loves to have fun
but he doesn't think about consequences to his actions.
The little bird has no clue as to why he drives his mother
up the wall. His parents love him but Sammy knows all
the right buttons to push them to the brink of
insanity!Read along as you and your child will once
again enjoy the silly antics of this quirky bird! This is a
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read aloud kids book and is easy to read. The target age
range audience is for toddlers, preschool and young
children. I Love You--But You Drive Me Crazy! is a book
that any child will love, especially at bedtime. This book
is suitable for parents to read to their children.
Grandparents will definitely enjoy reading this book to
their grandchildren. Read this children's book FREE as
part of your PRIME or Kindle Unlimited membership
Sit back and enjoy this children's book parody about a
squirrel named Dee and his friends love for his big nuts.
Each page will have you laughing and going nuts! This
may look like a typical children's book but once the book
opens, you will enjoy references that only adults will
understand. Dee's Big Nuts makes a great gift for
birthdays, anniversaries, bridal shower, wedding gifts,
housewarming gifts or just a great gift to make a friend or
loved one giggle in laughter.
Eleven-year-old Danny O'Neill has never been what
you'd call adventurous. But when he wakes the morning
after a storm to find his house empty, his parents gone,
and himself able to hear the thoughts of a dying tree, he
has no choice but to set out to find answers. He soon
learns that the enigmatic Book of Storms holds the key to
what he seeks . . . but unraveling its mysteries won't be
easy. If he wants to find his family, he'll have to face his
worst fears and battle terrifyingly powerful enemies,
including the demonic Sammael himself.In the beautifully
imagined landscape of Ruth Hatfield's The Book of
Storms, magic seamlessly intertwines with the everyday,
nothing is black and white, and Danny is in a race
against time to rescue everything he holds dear.
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Presents a retelling of a traditional Inuit tale in which an
orphaned brother and sister are driven to steal after
being neglected, then run away into the sky and use the
items they took to create thunder and lightning.
Follow Greta as she faces her fears... Greta can't stop
thinking all day long about the dark cloud that seems to
be following her. Finally forced to confront the storm that
follows, she learns it brings good things, too. Character
building book for ages 3-7. Not just for children who are
afraid of storms... This story is a wonderful example of a
child dealing with fear and anxiety. It stresses
preparedness. It also shows that some scary situations
can't be avoided and that reward follows doing hard
things. What people are saying... "I liked that the teacher
did not coax or coddle the little girl. Fear is often
irrational, and that sort of thing doesn't usually work.
Greta is forced out into the storm against her will, and as
distressing as that is, she manages, and enjoys playing
in the puddles afterward." ~A. Monaghan, Sioux Falls,
SD "...a good conversation starter for parents and
children" ~P. Wu, Jacksonville, FL "It illustrates how fear
and anxiety plague the mind, and the uselessness of it.
Greta shows fortitude." ~F. Biernat, Windsor, ON
Details:paperback, 8.5 X 8.5 inches, 28 pages, full color
Follows the activities of two children spending their
summer vacation on an island off the coast of Maine.
Explains in simple terms the reasons for thunder and
lightning.
When Andrew's family moves house, he strikes up an
unexpected friendship with his neighbour Victor. There
isn't a thing Victor doesn't know about the RAF planes
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flying overhead and the two boys are soon busy tracking
their movements. Then Andrew discovers that Victor's
beloved Lightnings are due to be scrapped... Thunder
and Lightnings won the Carnegie Medal in 1976.
Even a life on the untamed plains of Africa can’t prepare
Wilhelmina for the wilds of an English boarding school in
this “gripping, magical, and heartwarming tale of
resilience, friendship, and hope” (Publishers Weekly,
starred review). Wilhelmina Silver’s world is golden.
Living half-wild on an African farm with her horse, her
monkey, and her best friend, every day is beautiful. But
when her home is sold and Will is sent away to boarding
school in England, the world becomes impossibly
difficult. Lions and hyenas are nothing compared to
packs of vicious schoolgirls. Where can a girl run to in
London? And will she have the courage to survive? From
the author of Rooftoppers, which Booklist called “a
glorious adventure,” comes an utterly beautiful story
that’s “a treasure of a book” (VOYA).
Storm in the night. Thunder like mountains blowing up.
Lightning licking the navy-blue sky. Rain streaming down
the windows, babbling in the downspouts. And
Grandfather? . . . And Thomas? . . . And Ringo, the cat?
They were in the dark. Too early to go to bed, and with
only flashes of lightning to see by, Thomas and his
grandfather happily find themselves re-discovering the
half-forgotten scents and sounds of their world, and
having a wonderful time learning important, new things
about each other in a spirited conversation sparked by
darkness. Mary Stolz and Pat Cummings have each
brought their unique talents to this lyrical tale about a
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magical, stormy night and a special relationship.
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